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We are of the opinion that the greater part of the difficulty
in securing shorter sessions has rested with the committee
and not with the methods of conducting the sessions of either
branch of the legislature. We are unable to recommend any

Ranges which would be at all practicable, therefore, relating
to the sessions themselves. Long speeches are the exception
and not the rule, and a person who speaks too much is usually
acquainted in some subtle manner with the resulting dis-
pleasure of his colleagues. So, therefore, if committee work
were done promptly, and morning sessions started early as a
result, w re believe no delay would be occasioned by rules of
debate nowr in force,

Turning then to the matter of committees we are of the
pinion, first, that they should be re-arranged, or reclassified,

in some manner, as they seem to he very unevenly balanced
at the present time. For example, this year the committee
on Drainage considered thirteen matters, Harbors and Public
Lands fifteen, Prisons sixteen, State House and Libraries

seventeen and none very important. Constitutional Amend
ments and Federal Relations, although considering more im
portanl matters, had but twenty each assigned to them. On
the other hand we find Mercantile Affairs with ninety-four,
Metropolitan Affairs with one hundred and eleven, Cities
with one hundred and nineteen Legal Affairs one hundred
and seventy-two and Joint Judiciary one hundred and eighty-
two matters. In the course of such a readjustment of com-
mittees, in order that each committee might have a more equal
number of matters to hear and consider, we believe it to be

possible to reduce the number of members upon the com-
mittees containing fifteen members to eleven each.
Simply because a committee is important is no reason for i

ing larger than the others, as weighty matters are more

easily considered in all their phases by a few members always

present than by a large number with half of them absent.
Illustration of this point is very clearly shown by the large

number of sub-committees appointed by the important cum

mittees this year to consider the more weighty and com-

plicated hills.
Further in this process we believe that no House mem ei
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hould serve on more than one committee, with the possible
■xception of the committees on Rules, Third Reading and

Engrossed Bills, and that th<
limited to two committees, anc

Senate members should be
that committees should con-

i members. The number of
ed to carry out the intention
dration only, we suggest the
m Drainage and Water Sup-
Libraries and Prisons with

ain no more than three Senat
sommittees could easilv be redu

of this proposition, and, as ill r
consolidation of the committees
ply, and of State House and
Public Charitable Institutions, under the designation of Pub-
lic Institutions. We see no reason why the committee on
Election Laws could not assume the duties of the committee
on Elections, nor why the committee on Ways and Means
should not assume the duties of the committee on Pay-Roll.
No man can be in two places at once, and when a senator
is a premier of four committees and chairman of two he is
compelled by force of circumstances to neglect some com-
mittee, or else some committees
frequent intervals. We doubt

are compelled to meet at in-
if these suggestions would
dal influence or destroy thein the slightest the senate

proper balance between the two branches, as under the present
system there has been hearing after hearing of important
committees comprising four senatorial members at which the
mly senator present was the Senate chairman, and many hear-

ings are held and executive action taken without the presence
of a single senator. Eurthermore, many senators do not pre-
tend to attend some of their committee meetings which they

ard as the least important of their committees more than
eor twice during the entire session. With the committees

hus re-arranged and the personnel thus made up there will
hen be no excuse for delay of hearings because of lack of
juorum, for waste of time due to absenteeism, or postpor
nent of executive action because of the lack of familiar
)f the members with the matters before them. All commit-

ald meet three or four times a week, as some do now
of once or twice; and it might be feasible in this

'gard to have the clerk of the committee keep a record of
embers present at hearings, this record to be open to theto the

rablic
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We believe that the practice of referring matters to two
committees sitting jointly should he discontinued. As this
is done only with important matters the evils of a large num-
ber of men attempting to wrestle with big problems are only
redoubled and time lost in joint work which should be taken
up by each committee with its own work.

4 here is also considerable room for improvement in the
work of committees after organization and matters have been
referred and assigned. A great deal depends upon the chair-
man. Courtesy is a human attribute well worth cultivating,
but it ought not to be carried to the extent of preventing a
proper and businesslike procedure with the business of the
Commonwealth. Postponements are altogether too frequent,
many of them being at the request of paid attorneys on the
ground of court engagements who should be made to under-
stand that the legislature is the Great and General Coqrt in
fact as well as in name. Compel the attendance of those
desired and not ask them to attend at their own convenience.
Insist on prompter action by the various state boards and
commissions which are interested in legislative matters.
Then there will not be the necessity of holding matters in
committee for months after a hearing has been closed. For
this reason we advocate the adoption of a rule compelling com-
mittees to report upon every matter within fifteen days after
hearings upon the same are closed. If this rule should be
suspended as easily as the 13th Joint Rule, wre doubt if any
hardship will result from the adoption of such a rule. In
this way members of the committee will be familiar with
the subject matter discussed in executive session.

We further believe it possible for the chairmen to shorten
hearings without hardship or injustice to anyone. A single
spokesman can usually present the entire case for the peti-
tioners or the opponents, the others present being recorded in

order to show the amount of public sentiment for or against

the measure. In this way cumulative evidence is prevented
and the proceedings are shortened. Only a few of the moie

important matters require the attention of a committee moic

than a day or two. We believe also that no harm will be

done in a great many cases where there is but a single peti
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tioner by taking advantage of the fact that hearings need nc
be advertised nor be made public but the parties intereste
notified to attend at a specified time and date.

t
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mendations within a seasonable time and in order that the
business of the session may be facilitated thereby.

The committee has considered the advisability of extend-
ing the time for filing petitions as the present rule seems to
defeat its own purpose. While making no recommendation
to that effect this matter is deserving of some consideration.
If this were done a stricter compliance with the rule should
he insisted upon.

The principal reform which is necessary, however, whether
the rules be changed little or much, is the cultivating of a
sense of personal responsibility in each and every individual
member. If every member, from the presiding officer down,
shall assume the duty of faithful and daily attendance upon
committee hearings and executive sessions, upon the ses-
sions of each branch of the legislature, and shall transact
whatever business devolves upon him in a businesslike and
prompt manner, effective work will be accomplished in a
much shorter time than has been done for some years past.

FRANK P. BENNETT, Jr.
GEORGE L. BARNES.
HENRY G. WELLS.
JOHN W. HAIGIS.
JOHN J. CONWAY.






